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An Indian, Dean Mahomet recalls his years as camp-follower, servant, and subaltern officer in
the East India Company's army (1769 to 1784). Mahomet's account of life in late 18th-century
India and later as an emigrant to England is a fascinating look at a resourceful,
multidimensional individual. Illus.
Marco Polo almost the first European man to reach the wonderful world of East Asia. The
Travels of Marco Polo, is a 13th-century travelogue written down by Rustichello da Pisa from
stories told by Marco Polo when they where emprisoned together in Genoa, describing Polo's
travels through Asia, Persia, China, and Indonesia between 1276 and 1291 and his
experiences became at the court of the Mongol leader Kublai Khan.
Written by Liu E, an intellectual born at the end of the Qing Dynasty. By describing what Lao
Can sees and hears in his travels, the author fiercely attacks the injustices he witnessed and
exposed the hypocrisy of so-called honest and upright officials. Intriguing novel, and one of the
last books to be written in the old style of Chinese narrative.
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First published in 1931. None of the manuscripts which have come down to us
represent the original form of Marco Polo's narrative, but it is clear that certain
texts are closer to the lost original than others. Entrusted with the task of
preparing a new Italian edition of Marco Polo, Benedetto discovered many
unknown manuscripts. He carefully edited the most famous of the manuscripts
(the Geographic text) and collated it with the other best known ones. · An
invaluable index has been added to Aldo Ricci's of Benedetto's text, which
includes all the identifications made in the Geographic text and also later editions
by Marsden (1818), Pauthier (1865) and Yule (1871). · The difficulty of following
Polo on his many journeys has also been simplified by the process of
distinguishing between those places on his main route to China and his return
journey by sea to Persia and those places which he visited during his stay in
China and those he never visited at all.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Chinas Second Continent: How a Million Migrants
Are Building a New Empire in Africa, a New York Times Notable Book and
named One of the Best Books of the Year by The Economist, The Guardian and
Foreign Affairs. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books,
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Praise for THE TRAVELS OF A T-SHIRT IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY
"Engrossing . . . (Rivoli) goes wherever the T-shirt goes, and there are surprises
around every corner . . . full of memorable characters and vivid scenes." —Time
"An engaging and illuminating saga. . . . Rivoli follows her T-shirt along its route,
but that is like saying that Melville follows his whale. . . . Her nuanced and fairminded approach is all the more powerful for eschewing the pretense of
ideological absolutism, and her telescopic look through a single industry has all
the makings of an economics classic." —The New York Times "Rarely is a
business book so well written that one would gladly stay up all night to finish it.
Pietra Rivoli's The Travels of a T-Shirt in the Global Economy is just such a pageturner." —CIO magazine "Succeeds admirably . . . T-shirts may not have changed
the world, but their story is a useful account of how free trade and protectionism
certainly have." —Financial Times "[A] fascinating exploration of the history,
economics, and politics of world trade . . . The Travels of a T-Shirt in the Global
Economy is a thought-provoking yarn that exhibits the ugly, the bad, and the
good of globalization, and points to the unintended positive consequences of the
clash between proponents and opponents of free trade." —Star-Telegram (Fort
Worth) "Part travelogue, part history, and part economics, The Travels of a TShirt in the Global Economy is ALL storytelling, and in the grand style. A mustread." —Peter J. Dougherty, Senior Economics Editor, Princeton University Press
author of Who's Afraid of Adam Smith? "A readable and evenhanded treatment
of the complexities of free trade . . . As Rivoli repeatedly makes clear, there is
absolutely nothing free about free trade except the slogan." —San Francisco
Chronicle
Reprint of the original, first published in 1869.
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The writings of Father DeSmet collected in these volumes include detailed descriptions of his
work among the Flathead and Kalispel Indians.
This innovative volume focuses on tourism through the twin lenses of cultural theory and
cultural geography. Presenting a set of innovative case studies on tourist places around the
world, the contributors explore the paradoxes of the tourist experience and the implications of
these paradoxes for our broader understanding of modern identity as simultaneously grounded
and mobile. The book examines how tourism reveals the paradoxical ways that places are both
mobile and rooted, real and fake, inhabited by those who are simultaneously insiders and
outsiders, and both subjectively experienced and objectively viewed. This rich blend of
empirical and theoretical analysis will be invaluable for cultural geographers, anthropologists,
and sociologists of tourism.

."..This new selection of her letters has charming pictures and notes, and proves
again that for style, candor, narrative sense and reporter's eye she deserved the
praise the first edition received from Smollet, Dr. Johnson and Voltaire..."--Jane
O'Reilly, New York Times Book Review
Baron Leo of Rozmital was born in Bohemia in 1426 and died in 1480. His
brother-in-law was George Podiebrad, the Hussite king of Bohemia, whose
throne was endangered by his heresies. Leo's journey was perhaps made to
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obtain the support of European kings for Podiebrad or at any rate to hear their
views and persuade them to intercede with the Pope. Rozmital left Prague in
1465 with two chroniclers, Tetzel and Schaseck, who each described the journey.
They met the rulers of the principal countries of Europe and observed the
customs and ways of life -- both good and bad. At Brussels the party was
entertained by Philip the Good. After Bruges, Ghent and Calais, they crossed to
England. Their stay includes descriptions of Edward IV and his court and English
life generally. They returned to France, which they liked, then on to Spain where
they had difficulties. They also went to Portugal and Italy and ultimately returned
home via Venice and Austria.
Chronicles the journey of Italian explorer Marco Polo from Venice to the court of
the Mongol emperor, Kublai Khan, in China during the thirteenth century
Ibn Battúta was a geographer and traveller who spent decades roaming distant
lands; these are his journeys, translated to English by celebrated scholar H.A.R.
Gibb. Travelling in the 14th century, Ibn Battúta details a variety of world cultures
and regions. Originally born in Morocco, the author traversed the Middle East,
Spain, Africa, and vast swathes of Asia including India, Southeast Asia and
China. In doing so, he met several local rulers, to whom he described his quest to
explore and record his sights. Some of his hosts were generous, others not so,
and a few even sought to betroth Battúta. At times in danger from bandits or
militaries, at times marveling at the ancient cities and cultural majesties of
nations, Ibn Battúta was an adventurer and writer of supreme capacity. Darker
themes however also emerge; the shocking toll of the Black Death in 1347-1351
is related in somber detail. Modern scholars, while acknowledging Ibn Battúta's
contribution to understandings of Medieval cultures, consider some of his
journeys to be exaggerated or fabricated. The differences in tone between parts
of the text - at times intimately anecdotal, at times brief, detached or scholarly are cited in support of these ideas. Despite the doubts surrounding his journeys,
Battúta remains a source cited by historians and a significant figure in history.
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